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Abstract - In this paper, by using the literature analysis, current
research literatures on influential factors of effective instruction in
China are divided into two categories: one focus on the theoretical
analysis, the other focus on empirical research, and the literatures are
combed through and analysed. On this basis, this paper conducts a
summary and reflection, and points out the lack of the research in the
field and the direction of its development, with the aim to offer a
reference for the evaluation standards and theoretical research of
effective instruction, and to offer a basis and reference for teachers to
implement effective instruction.
Index Terms - effective instruction, influential factors,
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understand. In fact, instruction should include both the
teacher's teaching and student's studying, it is not
comprehensive enough to understand the influential factors of
effective instruction only from teachers teaching aspect.
Among numerous concepts on the influencing factors of
effective instruction, the concept proposed by Yao Li-min is
more complete. Yao Li-min proposes: the influential factors of
effective instruction are the factors that affect teaching
activities and contribute to achieve the desired teaching
effectiveness. All factors in the teaching process, such as
teaching environment, teachers, students, teaching content and
so on, affect the effectiveness of teaching[2].

1. Introduction

B. Current researches on influential factors of effective
instruction in China
Effective instruction research in China can be traced back
to the early 1980s, about 30 years of development history, the
research is increasingly deepening, the number of the research
literatures increase year by year , in these research literatures,
the research literatures of the impact factors of effective
instruction are not much. Fan Wei and Ye Bo, who study
papers from 1990 - 2009 on effective instruction, divide the
study content of effective instruction into the definition ，
influential factors， strategies and standards , but the study on
effective instruction influencing factors accounted for only
13.6%, indicating that current domestic related research in this
area is not much[1].
Current research literatures on influential factors of
effective instruction in China are mainly divided into two
categories: one focus on the theoretical analysis, the other
focus on empirical research.
In the theoretical analysis of influencing factors of
effective instruction, most researches focus more on studying
the factors of teachers than on the other affecting factors of
effective instruction, putting the emphasis on teacher's quality
or teacher's classroom behavior research. Some researchers
from the teaching point of view, believe that teachers’ impact
on teaching is conducted by way of their teaching behavior,
and they point out that the teaching ideas, knowledge, sense of
responsibility, teaching efficacy, teaching ability, teaching
resourcefulness and so on are the impact factors of effective
teaching, and further describe these factors, and analyze the

Effective instruction is the basic guarantee to promote
high-quality instruction. Only when we clearly understand the
affecting factors of effective instruction and its degree of
influence can we put forward practical, effective strategies of
instruction and effective standards of instruction. Currently,
Chinese researchers haven’t reached consensus about
connotation of instruction effective, but some results have
been commonly recognized by the scholars on the connotation
of effective instruction. Such as making instruction to meet
instructional rules, effective instruction is "effectual",
"efficient", "cost-effective" instruction, and effective
instruction should focus on the student's progress and its
development [1].
Many researchers define the effective
instruction from the perspective of students’ progress and
development and realize that effective instruction is the ability
to promote student learning and development of instruction.
So, this paper uses the concept of effective instruction to comb
through and analyse the research status on influential factors of
effective instruction in China, with the aim to offer a reference
for the evaluation standards and theoretical research of
effective instruction, and to offer a basis and reference for
teachers to implement effective instruction.
2. Current researches on influential factors of effective
instruction in China
A. The concepts on influential factors of effective instruction
Current domestic researchers about the understanding of
the influencing factors of effective instruction is not uniform,
most researchers is only from teachers teaching aspect to
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relationship between these factors[3]. Some researchers point
out that the implementation of effective instruction is decided
not only by the ideas, but also by the teachers' career interests,
working conditions, cognitive style, emotional state,
personality characteristics ,training factors of teachers and so
on[4].
With further researches going on, researches have started
to jump out from just putting the focus on the quality of
teachers or teacher's classroom behavior, trying to examine
affecting factors of effective instruction from many aspects,
many angles. Through the systematic investigation and study
of Western effective instruction research, some researchers
give a comprehensive exposition of affecting factors on
effective instruction of teachers. The researchers say: the
understanding and grasp of the teachers’ educational goals,
especially curriculum goals and curriculum standards; teachers'
good teaching quality, teaching behavior and teaching skills,
and appropriate teaching strategies; teachers teaching practice
and reflect on their own professional development, all of these
are the factors influencing effective instruction[5]. Some
researchers divide the affecting factors of effective instruction
into positive factors and negative factors. Positive factors
include teacher factors: teachers' education ideas, teachers'
political and ideological and moral level, the teacher's
intelligence and wisdom, scientific and cultural level of
teachers, teachers' teaching ability, teacher's mental state;
student factors: the general characteristics of the students, the
students' starting ability, learning strategies and methods,
student participation;
teaching content factors: the value
orientation of teaching content, how much teaching content;
teaching environment factors: the physical and human
environment of teaching. Negative factors include the theory
without coming from practice, the lack of practical aspects;
test-oriented teaching, not cultivating students morally; single
teaching method, dull teaching atmosphere; out-dated teaching
ideas [6].
In recent years, as for a specific course, some researchers
give a comprehensive and integrated study on the affecting
factors of effective teaching on the basis of characteristics of
subject,. In these studies, some researchers, from the
perspective of chemistry teaching, believe that the factors
affecting effective instruction have three aspects, they are
teachers' integration capabilities on course content, teachers'
teaching philosophy, students' classroom participation
consciousness[7]. For example, one researcher, as for the
course “Teaching Chinese as a Foreign Language”, based on
the characteristics of subject, comprehensively analyses the
affecting factors of effective instruction, and further analyses
and explains the influence factors of effective instruction from
the students, teachers, students' learning environment and so
on, he points out: the influencing factors from teachers include
teaching philosophy, ideological quality, expertise, teaching
skills, cross-cultural communication skills, the ability to reflect;
the influencing factors from students include learning
motivation, language aptitude, intelligence, learning methods,
learning styles , age level. In these factors, researcher's study
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focuses on teachers' behavior[8]. One researcher, from the
external environment, students' learning psychology and
teachers' teaching behavior，analyses the basic elements of
implement effective instruction on school geography , and
conducts that the external environment is the background
element, students' learning psychology is the basis element,
teachers' teaching behavior is the core element for
implementation of effective instruction on geography[9].
Now more and more researchers begin to focus on
empirical research of effective teaching, especially more and
more attention is paid to empirical researches of university
effective teaching.
Through the questionnaire survey of college students，
some researchers empirically research the impact factors on
effective teaching of college teachers, and point out that the
academic standards of teachers, teaching and students' actual
degree of integration in teaching process, training students'
thinking abilities and teaching students study methods and
methodology impose a great influence on the teaching
effectiveness[10]. Some researchers from teachers' teaching
perspective, empirically study the impact of teachers, students,
institutions on effective teaching in classroom. Investigation
shows that effective teaching in classroom depends on teachers,
students and institutions; the influence of teachers is realized
by teaching philosophy, sense of responsibility in teaching,
teaching input, teaching knowledge, teaching efficacy, and
their learning, practice, reflection, and research on teaching;
the influence of students is achieved by their cooperation,
support and commitment; the influence of institutions is
dependent on their attention, encouragement, and support to
effective teaching [11].
As the quality of student achievement reflects the quality
of instruction, using multiple regression analysis, from the
students’ point of view, a researcher empirically studies the
factors affecting the effectiveness of instruction. Investigation
shows: college students’ behavior has a greater impact on
student achievement; learning environment also has some
impact on student achievement. This proves that the students’
learning behavior is an important factor affecting effective
instruction [12].
Through the questionnaire survey to student representatives
and the senior experts who have long been engaged in teaching,
teaching management and college management, some
researchers from the perspective of a more comprehensive,
empirically analyse factors affecting instruction quality in
college. Investigation shows: sorted in order of importance, the
main influencing factors of instruction quality are: teachers,
teaching management, students and social factors. Among
them, the critical dominant factors are teaching design, teacher
style, teaching management system [13].
3. Summary and Reflection
Current research literatures on influential factors of
effective instruction in China are divided into two categories:
one focus on the theoretical analysis, the other focus on
empirical research, and the literatures are combed through and
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analysed. Most of the literatures on the theoretical analysis
study teachers’ factors affecting effective instruction; the
literatures on the empirical research mainly study the
influential factors of effective instruction in college.

As for current Chinese research on influential factors of
effective instruction, although the research has transferred
from a single perspective of teachers to a comprehensive
multi-angle, there are some limitations and shortcomings:
The distribution of the study contents is not very
balanced, most of the studies focus on teachers factors, few
studies are related to students and so on; most of empirical
studies just use questionnaire method to analyse the survey
data, and then fail to provide us with information about the
actual effectiveness of instruction ; empirical studies, has
considered influential factors of effective instruction from
more comprehensive multi-angle, but what factors on the
impact of effective instruction, how they come into force
and how much they can affect it are less discussed.
There are many factors affecting effective instruction,
but what is important, what are the key factors, and how
these factors affect instruction are the problems to be
further studied.
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